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ABSTRACT

The solution to the problem of the electro-

magnetic interaction of the moon with spatial irregu-

larities in the interplanetary magnetic field is found.

The lunar electrical_ conductivity is modeled by a two-

layer conductivity profile. For the interaction of the

moon with the co-rotating sector structure of the inter-

planetary magnetic field it is found that the magnetic

field in the lunaar shell is the superposition of an
oscillatory uniform field, an oscillatory dipole field

and an oscillatory field that is toroidal abo»,t the axis

of the motional electric field. with various lunar con-

ductivity models and the theory of this paper, lunar sur-

face magnetometer data can be quantitatively interpreted

to yield information on the conductivity and consequently

the temperature of the lunar core.
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INTRODUCTION

The electromagnetic interaction of the moon and

the solar wind plasma has been considered by several authors.

SONETT and C07.BURN (1967, 1968) described the steady stag:

electromagnet c interaction of a moor. with electrical.

conductivity a moving with velocity v relative to a

constant magnetic field B in terms of an induction

generator. For an infinitely conducting plasma, an

observer moving with the moon would measure a magnetic

field B and an electric field vxB in the solar wind.

The electric field within the homogeneous moon is every-

where the motional field vxB. Thus currents, whose

density is avxB, flow in the lunar interior and produce

an induced magnetic field which is toroidal with respect

to the direction of the *notional electric field. Currents

at the moon-plasma boundary provide for the completion of

closed current paths. HOLLWEG (1968) has applied this

steady state solution to a moon with a two-layer electrical

conductivity model; i.e., a core of constant electrical

conductivity ac surrounded by a shell of constant elec-

trical conductivity a S . The two-layer conductivity model

provides a simple method of accounting for the possibility

that the lunar electrical conductivity may change by several

orders of magnitude between the moon's surface and its

t
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interior (ENGLAND et al, 1968) .

The quasi-periodic sector structure of the

interplanetary magnetic field necessitates considera-

tion of the time-dependent electromagnetic interaction

problem. The relative motion of the moon with respect

to spatial irregularities in the incident interplanetary

magnetic field produces time-dependent electric and

magnetic field fluctuations in the lunar interior.

SCHWARTZ and SCHUBERT (1969) have modeled this time-

dependent interaction by the relative motion of the moon

and a spatially periodic magnetic field ay Hg exp (i2l-rz^

where HO is the amplitude and X is the wavelength of the

magnetic field oscillation and a y is a unit vector in the

y-direction. The moon moves with speed v in the nega-

tive z-direction and a coordinate system fixed in the moon

is employed. The solar wind plasma is characterized by a

magnetic permeability p and an infinite electrical conduc-

tivity, while the moon is assumed to be homogeneous with

constant corCuctivity o' and magnetic permeability µ. In

the moving coordinate system, the magnetic and electric

fields in the plasma are given by the real parts of

ay HD axp [i 
27 

(z-vt)]	 and	 ax µvHO exp f i ^TT (z-vt),

respectively, where ax is a unit vector in the x-direction

and z is now a coordinate in the moving reference frame.

6
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The formulation of the electromagnetic boundary value

problem requires consideration of both the oscillatory

magnetic field and the oscillatory motional electric

fi p d. The lunar electromagnetic fields are determined

by solving Maxwell's equations subject to the conditions

that at the surface of the moon the normal component of

the magnetic field and the tangential component of the

electric field are cont:inuou6.

The time-dependent lunar fields are forced by

both the oscillatory magnetic field and the oscillatory

motional electric field in the solar wind plasma. In the

low frequency limit -- i.e., for length scales of the

interplanetary magnetic field irregularities much larger

than the moon's radius and for the time scale of the

sector structure reversal large compared with the Cowling

diffusion time -- the magnetic field fluctuations in the

lunar interior are the sum of the variations in the driving

interplanetary magnetic field plus induced magnetic field

fluctuations whose magnitude is proportional to the pro-

duct of the lunar magnetic Reynolds number and the magni-

tude of the interplanetary magnetic field fluctuations.

This induced field is toroidal about an axis in the

direction of the forcing motional electric field. The

low frequency limit of the time-dependent solution is in
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agreement with the steady state induction generator

solution.

In this paper, we present the results of the

important extension of the analysis of SCI-iWARTZ and

SCHUBERT (1969) to a radially inhomogeneous moon. We

will adopt the two-layer electrical conductivity model

as being representative of a lunar conductivity profile

that may vary from high values of conductivity in the

interior to relatively low values of conductivity near

the lunar surface. BLANK and SILL (1969) have described

the interaction of a two-layered moon and the rotating

sector structure of the interplanetary magnetic field by

a model that does not include the time-dependent motional

electric field in the solar wind. Instead they have

determined the lunar magnetic field by demanding,

a priori, that the lunar magnetic field be confined

to meridional planes passing through an axis parallel

to the external magnetic field. This is an incorrect

statement of the boundary value problem. The lunar

magnetic field is not confined to these meridional planes

because of the magnetic field fluctuations forced by the

motional electric field. We will show that the induced

lunar magnetic field has a toroidal component (about the

direction of the motional electric field) that is precisely
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the =nduced magnetic field of the steady state induction

generator, solution (aside from c -i(ut ). FULLER and WART

(1969) have considered a multi-layered lunar conductivity

profile and have determined the induced lunar dipolar

magnetic field and several higher modes of the "magnetic

type." In their solution, they also fail to consider the

significant induced magnetic field forced by the oscilla-

tory motional electric field.

The major results of the present investigation

can be summarized as follows. For the two-layer lunar conduc-

tivity model and an infinitely conducting plasma we deter-

mine the general solution of the time-dependent electromag-

hetic boundary value problem. The general solution can be

simplified considerably by noting that (1) the wavelength

of the quasi-periodic sector structure is much larger than

the radius of the moon and (2) the time scale for the field

reversals of the corotating sector structure is much larger

than the Cowling diffusion time through a moon whose conduc-

tivity is everywhere given by the shell conductivity. With

these approximations, the magnetic field in the shell is

the sum of an oscillating uniform field, parallel to the

direction of the interplanetary magnetic field, an oscil-

lating dipole field whose axis is parallel to the inter-

planetary magnetic field, and an oscillating field which

t
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is toroidal about the axis of the motional electric: field.

in general, all of those: contributions are of equal impor-

tance. For sufficiently low frequencies, only the uniform

field and the toroidal field contribute to the magnetic

field in the shell. The DC limit of the solution is in

agreement with the induction generator solution for the

steady state interaction of a moon moving with constant

speed through a uniform magnetic field.

The solution provides us with suffi.:!ient physical

insight to begin an interpretation of lunar surface magne-

tometer data. To lowest order in the approximations con-

sidered here, we may also construct lunar conductivity

4todels for quantitative comparison with the measured power

spectra. Such conductivity models will provide informa-

tion on the temperature of the lunar interior.
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TIIV,OI!,T:I:CAL DE SCRTI'TION

We generalize the model of SCHWARTZ and SCIIUB R`I'

(1969), discussed in the introduction, to account for a

radially inhomogeneous lunar conductivity profile. The

magnetic and electric fields in the plasma are

a
HO exp f i ( 2v z - cut),	 and	 ax µvHO exp [i ( 2 rz - wt)]

respectively, where µvIjO = Em is the amplitude of the

motional electric field oscillation and w = 27r y/T. The

two-layer lunar electrical conductivity profile consists

of a core of radius R  with constant conductivity a 

surrounded by a shell of thickness a-Rc with constant

conductivity a s (Figure 1). The electromagnetic field

in the plasma forces the response Es a-i.wt , Hs e-lout in

the shell and E c e-iwt, He e-iwt in the core. The magnetic

field in the lunar interior satisfies the vector Helmholtz

equation

2	 2v Hs c + k  c Hs c	 (1)

whercti v 2 is the Laplacian operator,

4

ks^ c = µ E cut + iQS ^ cµw	 (2)
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and e is the lunar permittivi ty.ty. The electric fields

ES , c are det-rmi ned from Ampere's law. The boundary

conditions are the continuity of the tangential component

of the electric field at r = a and r = Rc (r, 6,0 are

spherical polar coordinates) and the continuity of the

tangential component of the magnetic field at r = R .
c

This model approximates the current layer in the plasma

by a sheet of surface currunL whose strength is determined

by the magnitude of the discontinuity in the tangential

c:ompc nent of the magnetic field at r = a. Discussions

of the current sheet approximation have been given by

JOHNSON and MIDGLEY (1968) and BLANK and SILL (1969).

The solution to this problem is easily obtained

with the aid of STRATTON (1941). The spherical harmonic

expansions of the forcing fields are

Co

H = - H -iOe u^t	^n (m l + ieln	 nOln)
n=1

00

E= E e-iWt	 (m (1) 	 n (1))
M	 n (MO 	 -,eln

n=

where

(3)

(4)

__ in(2n+1)
^n	 n (n+l ) (5)
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ll)	 Pn (cos0) cos	 dPn (Cosa) sin
in = i n (kr)	 si,n0	 sin 	 d0	 cos

e
(6)

n0 1)1n _ n kr^^jn (kr)Pn (Cosa) cos	 r -i
e

P1 (cose)1	 ^d	 . 2err, ) a PCosa1	 s kn	 n	 cos
kr dr r Jn ( A	 d9 n (	 ) cos	 --	 sin8	 sin

(7)

where k = 2Tr/A = w/v. The spherical Bessel functions j n
and the associated Legendre functions P 1 (cos8) are defined

as in STRATTON (1941). The vectors r,^,P are the orthogonal

unit vectors of the spherical pour coordinate system.

The electric and magnetic fields inside the core

are

co

E = E ac m(1)c _ i be n(1)c	 (8)—c	 m	 On n 1-61 n	 n —e I n
n-- 1

I = vkCft0bC (1)C + i ac n(1 )c 	(9)—c	 w	 n n me( 1 n	 n —01 n
n=1

	

where %in	 n
lri

and	 (1)C
	ln	

are obtained from Eqs. (6) and
^

e	 e
I

t
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(7) by replacing k with k c . Simi)arly, within the
shall the fields are

CO

E =E `., aMsm(I)s- i b (l)sn 0 )s+ a(3)sm(3)s i bMsn(3)s—s m	 n —O I n	 n --e 1 n	 n —0 J_ n	 n —e 1 n
n-1' n

(10)

vksHO °'
H=_	 lb(')sm(')s	 a(1)s(l)sb (3) s (3) s+ ia (3) s (3)s Is	 wn'n	 eln	 i n nOln	 n mel	 n nOln J

n = 1 ,

(11)

where m0M s and n s are obtained from equations (6) and
In	 In

e	 e

(7) by replacing k with k s and m (3)s and n63)s are
In	 Ine 

obtained from equations (6) and (7) by sub.=..tituting k  for k

and also using the spherical Bessel function hnl) in place

of j n . The values of the coefficients an , bn , a Ms

a Ms and bn3)s are given in Appendix A,

t
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DISCUSSION OF THE" SOLUTION

To interpret the data from lunar surface

magnetometer experiments we must compute the magnetic

field at r = a as a function of w for particular lunar

conductivity models and compare these computations with

the measured power spectra. The essential dimensionless

parameters on which the solution depends are ka = ?_na/T ,

k a and k R	 For the interaction of the moon withs	 c c

the rotating sector structure of the interplanetary

magnetic field ka is 0(10 ) . Thus we will consider

the simplification ka << 1. For the physical pheonomenon

of interest it is appropriate to approximate ks^ c with

i a s,cµw	 This is consistent with the low frequency

approximation ka << 1 . The absence of a lunar bow shock

places an upper limit of 10-5 mhos/m

conductivity of the shell. Thus `k2

w << .025 sec-1 . Since w is 0(10_5s

on the electrical

a 2 I << 1 for

^c-1 ) for the problem

of the interaction of the moon and the rotating sector

structure of the interplanetary magnetic field and since

the power density spectrum-of-the interplanetary magnetic

field (COLEMAN, 1969) contains significant power at the

frequencies associated with field reversals caused by the

corotation of the field's sector structure, the frequency

range w << .025 sec -1 represents an appropriate one for
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investigation. We proceed to detcrmi.ne the foram of the

general solution under_ the conditions 2Tra^<<l and

Ik S al<--1 . Since Rc` a , with unity 
I k

s RC I is also

small compared with unity.

Since we are mainly interested in the magnetic

field at r=a, we compute the coefficients a Ms ^ an3)s

bn1) s and bn3) s under the approximations 2rra/T<<1, and

ksal «1 and find

a Ms N
	 (ka ) n (ksa)- n

n	 R 2n+1	 '

1 - ( c )	 B (k R Aa	 n c c

(12)

.

(3)s	 -i -	 1an	
(2n+1) i (2n-1) :: 21

2n+1
(ka) n (ka) n+1 (c)	 B (kRS	

aR	 n c c )
R 2n+1

1 BBn (k c Rc )

(13)

b (1) s (ka ) n-1 (ksa)- n+1
n	 R 2n+1

1 - ( a )

,	 (14)
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2n+1

	

(ka) 
n-1 (k a ) n•1-2	

R 
^ )

(3)s	 s	 a

	

_	
'n	 n(2n4-].)	 (2n-1) :: }2

	 K

1 - (a ) 
2 n-1-1.1

t

(15)

where

p (k R )-(n+l)j (k R )
B  (kcRc) 	 P 

(kcRc ) +n j n ( kcRc ) c	 (16)

and

(2n-1) :: = (2n-1) (2n-3) (2n-5) ..... 1 	 1	 (17)	 ,

sWe must also determine the function;, m0M
Ine

(3)s
M6

Ms	 ( 3)sn^	 and	 n0 2rrafor	 ^	 «1	 and	 ^ ksa «1
eln eln	 eln

It will be sufficient for our purpose to note that

Ms = 0( (k a ) n ) (18)
1 n s., e

(3) s = 0( (ksa)-n-1) (19)
Ine
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Ws
n6 1n - 0(	 (k sa)

n-l )	 (20)
e

(3)s

-6 1	 = 0(	
(ksa) -n- 2)	 (21)

e

Consider the order of magnitude of each of the terms in the

expressions for Its

k  b Ms mMs - 0 (ka) n-2 (k a) 2	(22)k n	 —eln	 s

k  
a (1) s n	 '

	

(1) s - 0 {ka) n-1	 (23k n	 —Oln 

k  b (3)s m (3)s = 0	 (ka)n-2 (k a) 2 It 	 (24)k n	 —eln	 s

k  a (3)s n(3)s = 0	 (ks)n-1	 (25)K- n	 --0 In

To the lowest order of approximation only the

n=1 terms need be considered. Two of these terms are

k
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0 (l) , while the remaining two are 0 k s 
a) 2 ( 2na ) -1

	l 	
X

The quantity (k s a) 2 ( ? ) -l = i (o sµva) is (aside from

i) the lunar, magnetic Reynold., number based on the con-

ductivity of the shell and the moon's radius. Ater-

natively, one may consider a suva as the ratio of the

Cowling diffusion time for a body of dimension a and

conductivity a  to the time required to move the dis -

tance a at speed v. Since the absence of a lunar bow

shock requires only that u s<1O -5mhos/m, the lunar mag-

netic Reynolds number is an 0(1) quantity, i.e.

(k a) 2 ( 27a ) -1 is 0(l) and consequently all the n---1
S	 a

terms in the expression for H s are of the same order.

Thus we find

HR 3	 - 1	R 3

HS = ay 1- (a^) B 1 (kcRc )	 1- ( rS) B1 (kcRc )0

3	 Rc^3	 Rc 3	 -1
+ 2 (cos0 since 0 + cosq 9) ( r	 B1 ( kcRc ) l- (a ) B 1 (kcRc)

	

A	 R  3 -1 r R 2
( Q S µvRc ) (sing 0 + cos3 cosq -R) 1 - ( a )	 2 R + ( c)

c	 r

(26)

3cot kRC

k2 R2 +	

c

 kcRcC c

where
B1(kcRc) = 1 -

(27)
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F,quation (26) is the major result of this

paper, and ,i.t ; physical content is readily obtainod.

First we noto that if r, a, g' are spherical. polar co-

ordinates with the y-axis the polar axis, then

A	 n	 n
cos8 since 0 + cosT 2 	 - sing a. 	 (28)

If r, y, r are spherical polar coordinates with the

x-axis the polar axis then

n	 n	 nsince 0 + cos0 coscp 9 = - sing 77	 (29)

The expression for the magnetic field in the lunar shell

is

t

R 3	 R 3
Hs	 1- ( rc ) B1 (kcRc )}	 3	 n	 (rte) B 1 (k c Rc )

H	 a	 R 3	 - 2 sing a	 R 3_
0 _ y 1- ( ac ) B1 (kcRc)

	
1_(a c ) B 1 (kc Rc )

R 2

A 2R  + (rc)

	

+ (Q sµvRc ) siny 1?	 R 3
{ 1 - (ac)

(30)

The term proportional to the magnetic Reynolds

number asAvRc represents a magnetic field which is tor-

oidal about an axis in the direction of the motional elec-

tric field. This toroidal magnetic field is identical
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(aside from the factor e	 ) to the field of the steady

state induction generator in the approximation a s /or c«1

( see appendix. B ) . The contribution of the toroidal

field to the total magnetic field in the shell is, to

lowest order, independent of the core con(htct:ivity and

the frequency (aside from e -iwt ). The remaining terms

in the expression for 11s/H0 represent the superposition

of a uniform field, in the direction of the interplane-

tary field, and a dipole field whose axis is parallel

to the interplanetary field direction. These terms

agree with the result of BLANK and SILL (1.969), who
R 3

pointed out that the factor ^1-( a S) B1 (kcRc
-1

)	 repres-

ents a volume compressicn of the field which cannot

leak into the solar wind plasma. These authors, how-

ever, failed to consider the toroidal magnetic field

contribution to the total field in the lunar shell. We

note that the uniform and dipolar fields are, to lowest

order, independent of the shell conductivity. The real

and imaginary parts of the function B 1 (kcRc ) are shown

in Fig. (2).

At the lunar surface the magnetic field is
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a,

R 3

	

A	 c 13 k R

	

2 sinU, a -- 
R 3

1-- (	 )13 (kRc c )

(31)

If the core is sufficiently conducting that Ik cR c l »1

for w-0 (1.0 -5 sec - 1 ) and Rc =0 (1066) , ac»10 -I mhos/m) ,

B 1 (kcRc ) -,, 1 and the surface magnetic field becomes

H	 n
Hs (r=a)	 a + ((Y sµva) siny

0	 I kcRc,- CO 
-Y

3
(1. 4 R 
2	 3a

R3
(1. - 3)

a
(32)

3	 ,^ (Rc/a) 3
-sinr^ a

2	 - 1-(R c/a)3

a result dependent only on the magnetic Reynolds number

based on the shell conductivity and the fraction of the

lunar radius occupied by core material. For frequen-

cies sufficiently small that k 
c 

R 
c 
«l, or for a core

conductivity sufficiently small that k c 
R 
c 
«1 (for

W=0(10- 
5 sec- 1 ) and R c = 0(10 

6 
M) , a c 

<< 10-1mhc,-6/m) ,

B1 (kcRc )-- 0 and the surface magnetic field becomes

I kcRc) -40

R3

a
sin /, 	3

R
( 1 - 3)

a

H-sHs (r=.a) ay + (aspva)
(33)
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The power spectra from lunzir surface magneto-

meter experiments can be quantitatively evaluated using

equation (31.) in conjunction with various models of the

lunar conductivity. The parameters required by the

theory are, in addition to knowledge of the interplane-

tary magnetic field and the solar wind velocity, the

magnetic Reynolds number sµva, Rc/a and aCPRCar	 . With

enough data, the possible values of these parameters

should be sufficiently constrained to yield information

on ore and consequently the temperature of the lunar

interior. For the frequencies of interest and a low

conductivity core arc« 10-1mhos/ , we note that there is

no induced dipolar magnetic field (equation (33)). The

existence of a measurable induced dipolar field at the

lunar surface, for the frequencies of interest, would

rule out the possibility of a cold moon.

E

i
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APPENDIX A

We list here tho values of the coefficients

ac , be , aMs , b(l)s , a (3)s and b(3)sn

an = j n (ka) Aal jn	 (ksRc ) qn (k s Rc ) -h (1) (ks Rc ) pr IksRc )

21T a
be _ ksPn (y^ )

n	 k	 pn (k s Rc ) hn l) (ksRc) -qn (]ts Rc ) j n s(kRc )

a Ms =	
in(ka)

	

n	 jn(ksa) + Rlhn 1) (kJa)

	

(1)s,. kspn(ka)	 2	 (l)	 2bn	
k	

ks hn (ksRc)	pn (kc Rc ) -kc j n (kc Rc ) qn s(kRc )

a (3)s =	 R1 in (ka)

	

n	 Rl hnl) (ksa) + j n (ksa )

(3) s_ kspn (ka)	 2	 2
b 	 k	 k	 (k R ) p (k R ) -k . (k R ) p (k R )^^	 c n c c n s c	 s n s c r: c c

The following quantities have been used in the above

formulas for the coefficients.

k.
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APPI:,NDIX A (CUn' t )

	

pn (x)	 dx (xj n
(x)	 )	 q 1 (x) = dx (xh (1) (x) )

^b	 kcks	 Pn (k s a ) ks hn1 ) ( ks Rc ) pn (kc Rc ) -k 2i n (kcRc) 
qn 

(ksRc)

+ qn (k sa) k 2 i n (kc Rc ) pn (k s Rc ) -k 2j 
n (k Rc ) pn c(kRc ) .

- i n (k s Rc ) pn ( kc Rc ) -j n (kc Rc ) pn (k s Rc )
R1 --	 .

j n ( kc RC ) gn (k s Rc )-h (1) (ks Rc ) pn c(kRc)

L1a = in ( k sa) j 
n 

(kc Rc )q (ks Rc ) -h (1) (k s Rc ) pn c(kRc

+ h (1) (k a)j (k R ) p (k R ) -j (k R ) p (k R )

	

n	 s	 n s c n c c n c c n s c

t
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APPENDIX B

The DC limit of the general solution, i.e.

the limit w-0, is obtained by considering k 2 a 2 , k 2 R 2 to

be 0( 2 
?1 a ) as 2xa	 0	 The result for the magnetic

field in the lunar shell is

Hs = a +
HO -y

R2	 Q
(Q sptva) sing ^1 1^2R (2 + 

Cr

Qq ) - - 2 (1- Qc)
c	 s	 r	 s

a	 R2	 Cr

Ra
(2 + S) + 2 0. - Qom)

C	 s	 a	 s

If one considers a s/crc« 1, the toroidal field is pre-

cisely the toroidal field of the time dependent inter-

action (aside from e -iwt ). The result should be com-

pared with the toroidal term on the right hand side of

Equation (30).
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1.	 (a) Moon with two-layer conductivity profile

moving with speed v relative to a spatially

periodic magnetic field and (b) The relative

motion viewed by an observer co-moving with

the moon. A travelling electromagnetic wave

appears incident on the moon.

Fig. 2.	 The real and i-iaginary parts of }3l as a func-

tion of

o ^R2 1/2
( cµ c)

2
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